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By: Alexandra Scaggs and Eric Platt

Office-space manager WeWork is planning to sell $500m of high-yield notes maturing
in 2025, in a deal expected to price this week.
One reason this matters is that it is the first time the company has sold debt to investors
(it has a $650m revolving credit facility and a $500m letter-of-credit facility). After
Monday's pricing of a bond offering from Netflix, the sale of notes could test the extent
of the market's appetite for high-yield bonds.
Yet even more interesting is the opportunity to get a sense of how exactly WeWork's
business works. The company has an “asset-light” model and leases most of its
workspace locations -- beyond that it has been promoting its lifestyle and fitness
offerings (https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/17/business/the-wework-manifesto-first
-office-space-next-the-world.html) and planning an expansion into education (https://
www.nytimes.com/2017/11/20/nyregion/private-schools-startups-wework-wegrow-ne
w-york.html).
The prospectus and presentation for the note sale, which was reviewed by Alphaville
and the FT, gave us a look at the company and its financials.

There will be lots more to come about this offering, but we wanted to briefly highlight a
few interesting points about the company.
First, the balance sheet:

- WeWork uses an asset-light model, which means it does not directly own most of its
workspaces. But it does appear to own some properties, as it reports $43.7m of
capitallease assets (https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/capitallease.asp),
which have the economic equivalent of ownership, on its balance sheet.
- In comparison, operating leases make up $1.9bn of the value of its property and
equipment.
Now on to its income and operational results:

- WeWork reported a net loss of $883m in 2017, excluding a loss of about $50m
attributable to its “noncontrolling interests” in Asia. We calculated its EBITDA at
negative $769m, while the company reported an adjusted EBITDA of negative $193m
and a loss from operations of $932m.
- Total 2017 revenues were $886m, with the majority coming from membership
($822m) and the balance generated by services, sponsorships, ticket sales to WeWorkbranded events and more.

- The investor presentation focusses on a non-GAAP income measure it calls
“communityadjusted EBITDA”. That's essentially EBITDA excluding the cost of
sales: Employees' cash compensation, advertising/event expenses, and new-location
costs. That figure is positive, which means it's profitable if you exclude its cost to grow
profits.
- So, how costly has the company's growth been? WeWork had 208,000 desks at the
end of 2017, which breaks out to about $1,300 of per-desk [updated: quarterly]
revenue from membership and services. [updated: For the whole year, the revenue per
desk is around $4,166.] Of course, the company added about 100,000 new desks over
the year, so we must assume that they did not all contribute to revenue equally. But
even so, it is well below the level needed to cover net annual capex for each new desk
added, which was $5,631, according to the prospectus.
- The costs of physical growth -- renovations, buying furniture and financing new leases
-- were included in the $1.5bn spent on investing activities, which was $604m
higher than last year. The company did not break out the aggregate numbers, but did
say that $351m of the yearly increase was the result of workspace renovations and
financing new leases.
- The balance of the growth in investment spending came from its acquisition of Meetup
($141m); investments in software ($6.1m); and notably, loans to employees and
related parties ($20m).
- One note about investing activities: Some of WeWork's renovation costs are offset by
“tenant improvement allowances” paid to WeWork by building owners. The prospectus
says these reimbursements occur “upon completion of predetermined milestones”, but
does not specify what these milestones are.
- The company's cost of stockbased compensation was $277m in the fourth
quarter. That was up from $6.2m the prior quarter, and eclipsed its $258m of 4Q
membership revenue. (That figure seems to address its own employees, as stock-based
compensation paid for consulting services barely budged, rising to $2.6m from $2.3m.)
[Updated: For those wondering how some of those operating metrics are calculated,
here are the community-adjusted EBITDA reconciliations:

The location contribution reconciliations follow:

And its measure of average revenue per physical member (ARPPM) is calculated by
dividing membership and service revenue (excluding revenue from its housing
memberships) by “the average of the number of WeWork memberships as of the first
day of each month in the period.”]
More than a dozen banks (https://www.ft.com/content/648b2026-4757-11e8-8ae9-4b5
ddcca99b3) are working listed on the deal, [updated: though JPMorgan is running the
show,] and there has already been some talk of upsizing, as the FT has reported. S&P
rates the bonds at B+, and says “net sources would exceed uses even if its EBITDA
declines 15 per cent,” which perhaps makes sense considering the fact its EBITDA is
negative.

Related links:
WeWork to test junk bond appetite with $500m sale (https://www.ft.com/content/648
b2026-4757-11e8-8ae9-4b5ddcca99b3) -- Financial Times
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This is a great analysis. I'll add that the renovation costs funded by a landlord (Tenant Improvements) occur only
once per lease term (10 to 15 years in the case of WeWork). If you believe a WeWork space's "cool factor"
depreciates over 10 to 15 years then this isn't a problem. But if the cool factor depreciates in say 3 years then
new capital will be required every 3 years to refresh the space. When that happens it will be WeWork picking up
the tab, not the landlord.
Put another way, EBITDA as currently reported DRASTICALLY understates the long term run rate for investment
costs.
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I love two things about their numbers... ﬁrst that their "Community Adjusted EBITDA", to the extent that it has
any meaning at all, is essentially their gross proﬁt and not at all related to EBITDA.
Second, they have managed to ﬁnesse this number to be bigger than the actual gross proﬁt that you read off the
accounts e.g. $886 m - $815 m = $72 m (and that is if you rather charitably ignore "Pre-opening community
expenses" and of course depreciation).
Alex, very much look forward to your next posts!
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It is not true that "a dozen banks are working on this" - only the lead-left bookrunner (I think JPM). the others
are passive and collecting some fees in return for presumably the RCF.
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@Upaswellasdown Hi, just a quick question, what does RCF mean here? Thanks!
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@Upaswellasdown Is it the revolving credit facility? And the non-lead banks here are collecting some
fees up-front for entering into the revolver arrangement?
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@Upaswellasdown ah right, just because the prospectus had a dozen banks on it doesn't necessarily
mean that they're all working. I've heard the same -- thanks for reminding me I had that in here, will
update again!
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..and the founders were selling stock last year. That says they are worried about the WeWork value bubble
bursting, which it will.
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How does it justify not including other operating leases as capital leases? Presumedly they’re long term too?
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@Gabo I've never seen operating leases lead to assets on balance sheet. Is this something to do with
IFRS 16?
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Well it wouldn’t be required in terms of ifrs but analysts and cfa like to adjust operating leases to
become An asset and liability and then depreciate it. I guess if depends on how long the lease is. Part
of their model seems to be asset light but in the end how can they function with short term leases.
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Quick question, why is Stock-Based compensation added back to Net Loss to get Adjusted EBITDA. Shouldn't it
be at the line before Community Adjusted EBITDA?
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@Most_entertained Good question! I'm working on a post that should address some of that, will have
it up ASAP
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@Most_entertained It's a non-cash expense. Add it back to Net Income as a proxy EBITDA is a proxy
for cash ﬂow run rate of the business.
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In Ye Olden Times, there used to be a metric called "lease-adjusted leverage".
This business rents property and then sublets it. There's already a boatload of leverage embedded in the
underlying landlords; slapping an intermediate layer of junk gearing between the landlords and the actual
tennants seems... well, "frothy" is probably the polite term.
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